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MASS SPECTRUM IN SQCD AND PROBLEMS WITHTHE SEIBERG DUALITY. ANOTHER SCENARIOV. L. Chernyak *Budker Institute of Nulear Physis and Novosibirsk State University630090, Novosibirsk, RussiaReeived January 31, 2011The N = 1 SQCD with SU(N) olors and NF �avors of light quarks is onsidered within the dynamialsenario that assumes that quarks an be in the two di�erent phases only: the heavy-quark phase, where theyare on�ned, and the phase of higgsed quarks, at the appropriate values of the Lagrangian parameters. Themass spetra of this (diret) theory and its Seiberg dual are obtained and ompared for quarks of small equal orunequal masses. It is shown that in those regions of the parameter spae where an additional small parameterexists (it is 0 < b0=NF = (3N � NF )=NF � 1 at the right end of the onformal window, where the direttheory is weakly oupled in the viinity of its IR �xed point, or its analog 0 < b0=NF = (2NF � 3N)=NF � 1for the dual theory at the left end of the onformal window), the mass spetra of the diret and dual theoriesare parametrially di�erent. A number of other regimes are also onsidered.1. INTRODUCTIONThe dynamis of 4-dimensional strongly ouplednon-Abelian gauge theories is ompliated. It is wellknown that supersymmetry (SUSY) leads to somesimpli�ations in omparison with the ordinary (i. e.,non-SUSY) theories. Besides, it is widely believed thatSUSY is relevant to the real world. In any ase, it isof great interest to study the dynamis of the nearestSUSY-relative of the ordinary QCD, i. e., the N = 1SQCD. But even with N = 1 SQCD, there is urrentlyno proven physial piture of even the main nontrivialfeatures of its dynamis.The best proposal so far seems to be Seiberg's dualtheory [1℄, whih is weakly oupled when the direttheory is strongly oupled, and vie versa (see, e. g., re-views [2, 3℄ and the referenes therein for N = 1 SQCDand [4, 5℄ for Seiberg's dual theory). The Seiberg dual-ity passed some nontrivial heks (the 0t Hooft trianglesand the behavior in the onformal regime), but up tonow, unfortunately, no proof has been given that the di-ret and dual theories are (or are not) equivalent. Thereason is that suh a proof needs real understanding ofand the ontrol over the dynamis of both theories.A de�nite dynamial senario for N = 1 SQCD was*E-mail: v.l.hernyak�inp.nsk.su

proposed reently [6, 7℄. The main idea of this senario(No. 1) was that the quarks are not higgsed when0 < mQ = m(� = �Q)� �Q;m2Q �M2h = hQQ(� = �Q)i � �2Q;but form a oherent ondensate of olorless hiral pairsQQ in the vauum (the diquark ondensate phase DC).As a result, they aquire the large dynamial on-stituent mass �C = Mh and light pseudo-Goldstonemesons �ji (�pions�) appear, with masses �� � �C .The mass spetra of the diret and dual theories wereobtained in [6℄ within this senario No. 1, and they ap-peared to be quite di�erent. Besides, some more gen-eral arguments (not related with the use of dynamialsenario No. 1 with the diquark ondensate) presentedin Se. 7 in [6℄ suggest that the diret and dual theoriesare not equivalent in the region N < NF < 3N=2.The purpose of this paper is to onsider anotherdynamial senario (No. 2) in whih it is assumed thatquarks an be in two di�erent phases only: either in theheavy quark (HQ) phase and are therefore on�ned or(instead of forming the diquark ondensate) they arehiggsed at � = �gl � �Q, at the appropriate values ofthe parameters of the theory.The diret and dual theories for quarks of equalsmall masses, 0 < mQ � �Q, are onsidered inSes. 2�4 and 7. Other setions deal with quarks of71



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012unequal masses, when there are Nl lighter �avors withmasses ml and Nh = NF � Nl heavier �avors withmasses 0 < ml < mh � �Q. The mass spetra ofboth the diret and dual theories in the onformal win-dow are desribed in Ses. 2�5. It is shown that inall ases where an additional small parameter is avai-lable (it is 0 < b0=NF = (3N � NF )=NF � 1 at theright end of the onformal window and its dual analog0 < b0=NF = (2NF � 3N)=NF � 1 at the left end),the parametrial di�erenes in the mass spetra of thediret and dual theories an be traed. Setions 6�9deal with the diret and dual theories in some speialregimes of interest. Finally, some onlusions are pre-sented in Se. 10.2. DIRECT THEORY. EQUAL QUARKMASSES, 0 < b0=NF � 1The Lagrangian of the diret theory at sales � >> �Q has the formL = hTr�QyeVQ+Qye�VQ�iD ++ �� 2��(�) S + Tr �mQ(�)QQ�+H::�F :Here, S = W 2�=32�2, �(�) is the running gaugeoupling (with its sale parameter �Q independent ofquark masses), W� is the gluon �eld strength, andmQ(�)� �Q is the urrent quark mass.The theory is UV free and is in the onformal regimeat sales �H < � < �Q1), where �H is the highestphysial mass, and in this ase it is the quark polemass mpoleQ :1) By de�nition, �Q is a sale suh that the ouplinga(� = �Q) = N�(� = �Q)=2� is su�iently lose to its �xed-point value a�, i. e., a� � a(� = �Q) = Æa�, Æ � 1 (and similarlyfor the dual theory, a� � a(� = �q) = Æ a�). The oupling a� isweak at b0=NF � 1 and Q(a�) = (b0=NF ) � (1 � 1=N2 )a� �� a� � 1. Here and in what follows, we trae onlythe leading exponential dependene on the small parameterb0=NF � 1 (or b0=NF � 1), i. e., fators of the order ofexpf�0(NF =b0)g, 0 = O(1), while the nonleading termsof the order of expf�0Æ(NF =b0)g or pre-exponential fators� (N=b0)�, � = O(1), are negleted, beause this simpli�esgreatly all expressions. Besides, it is always implied that evenwhen b0=NF or b0=NF are � 1, these small parameters do notompete in any way with the main small parameter mQ=�Q (seethe Appendix for more details).

mpoleQ�Q = mQ(� = mpoleQ )�Q == mQ�Q  �QmpoleQ !Q = �mQ�Q �1=(1+Q) ;mQ � mQ(� = �Q); Q = b0=NF ;b0 = 3N �NF ; 11 + Q = NF3N ;mpoleQ�Q = �mQ�Q �NF =3N ; (2.1)
where Q is the quark anomalous dimension [8℄. Af-ter integrating out all quarks as heavy ones, a pureYang�Mills (YM) theory remains with N olors atlower energies. Its sale parameter �YM an be de-termined from mathing the ouplings of the higher-and lower-energy theories at � = mpoleQ . Proeeding asin [6℄, we obtain3N ln mpoleQ�YM ! � 2��� � NNFb0 ! �YM == exp��Nb0 �mpoleQ � mpoleQ : (2.2)Therefore, there are two parametrially di�erent salesin the mass spetrum of the diret theory in this ase.There is the large number of olorless �avored hadronsmade of weakly on�ned (i. e., with the string tensionp� � �YM � mpoleQ ) and weakly interating nonrela-tivisti HQs Q, Q with masses mpoleQ � �YM , and alarge number of gluonia with the mass sale �YM == exp(�N=b0)mpoleQ � mpoleQ .To hek the self-onsisteny, we estimate the saleof the gluon masses due to a possible quark higgsing.The quark hiral ondensate M2h at � = �Q is givenby [9℄M2h�2Q � 1�2Q h0jQQ(� = �Q)j0i = hSi = �3YMmQ�2Q == exp��NFb0 ��mQ�Q �(NF�N)=N : (2.3)If the gluons aquired masses �gl > mpoleQ due to higgs-ing of the quarks, then the onformal renolmalizationgroup (RG) evolution stops at � = �gl. Hene, �gl anbe estimated from72



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012 Mass spetrum in SQCD : : :�2gl � a(� = �gl)h0jQQ(� = �gl)j0i;�2gl �M2h��gl�Q�Q ; a(�) � N�(�)2� ;�gl�Q �  M2h�2Q !1=(2�Q) � exp��N2b0��� �YM�Q � �YM�Q � mpoleQ�Q : (2.4)
Therefore, the sale of possible gluon masses � = �glis parametrially smaller not only than the quark polemass but also than �YM , �gl � �YM � mpoleQ , and thepiture of Q;Q being in the HQ phase is self-onsistent.3. DUAL THEORY. EQUAL QUARK MASSES,0 < b0=NF � 1The Lagrangian of the dual theory (at the sale� � �Q) is taken in the form [1℄L = �Tr�qyeV q + qye�V q�+ 1�22Tr �MyM��D ++ �� 2��(�)s+ 1�1Tr (qMq) ++ Tr (mQ(�)M) + H::�F : (3.1)Here, s = w2�=32�2, �(�) = g2(�)=4� is the dual run-ning gauge oupling (with its sale parameter �q), w�is the dual gluon �eld strength, the number of dual ol-ors is N = NF �N, and M ji are the N2F dual meson(mion) �elds.The sale parameter �q of the dual theory an betaken as j�qj � �Q, suh that both diret and dualtheories enter the onformal regime simultaneously at� � �Q (see also the Appendix)2), and �2 . �1 (thedual theory is onsidered UV free in the onformal win-dow). Besides, the normalization of QQ(� = �Q) andM(� = �Q) an always be mathed,M0 � h0jM(� = �Q)j0i = h0jQQ(� = �Q)j0i =M2h:Hene, beause the gluino ondensates are alsomathed, it follows that [9℄hSi = �3YM = mQM2h = jhsij == j�YM j3 = mQ(� = �Q)M0;2) The phase of �q has to be hosen appropriately [4℄. Thisis always implied without being stipulated expliitly in what fol-lows.

mQ(� = �Q) = mQ:Therefore, only one free parameter �1 � Zq�Q remainsin the dual theory. It is to be determined below fromthe expliit mathing of gluino ondensates in the di-ret and dual theories.The dual theory is also in the onformal regime atb0=NF � 1 and �H < � < �Q, where �H is the orre-sponding highest physial mass.Assuming that the dual quarks q; q are in the HQphase and hene �H = �poleq , we �nd their pole mass(N  = NF �N, b0 = 3N �NF , q = b0=NF ):�poleq�Q = �q�Q  �Q�poleq !q =  M2hZq�2Q!NF =3N ;�q = �q(� = �Q) = M0�1 = M2hZq�Q : (3.2)We now integrate out all dual quarks as heavy onesand determine the sale fator �YM of the remainingdual YM theory (the dual oupling is a� = N ��=2� == O(1)):3N ln � �poleq�YM ! � N a� � N !! ��YM � �poleq : (3.3)Equating the gluino ondensates of the diret and dualtheories (i. e., (��YM )3 = �3YM ), we obtain��YM = �YM ! Zq = exp��Nb0 �� 1: (3.4)We now �nd the mass �M of the mions M . It anbe found from their e�etive Lagrangian, obtained byintegrating out all dual quarks and gluons. Proeedingas in [6, 7℄ and integrating out all quarks as heavy onesand all gluons via the Veneziano�Yankielowiz (VY)proedure [10℄, we obtain the Lagrangian of mions (the�elds M are normalized in (3.5) and (3.6) at � = �Qand b0 = 3N �NF )LM = "zM (�Q; �poleq )�22 TrMyM#D ++24�N detMZNFq �b0Q !1=N +TrmQM35F ;zM (�Q; �poleq ) =  �Q�poleq !2q == � �Q�YM �2b0=NF � 1;mQhMi = mQM2h = �3YM :
(3.5)
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V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012In a number of ases, it is also onvenient to write theLagrangian of mions in the formLM = "zM (�Q; �poleq )�22 TrMyM#D ++ "�N �3YM �det MhMi�1=N +TrmQM#F : (3.6)It follows from (3.5) that�M = mQ �22zMM0 � mQ Z2q�2QzMM2h � �YM : (3.7)To hek that the above assumption that the dualquarks q; q are in the HQ phase (i. e., are not higgsed) isnot self-ontraditory, we estimate the mass �gl of dualgluons due to possible higgsing of the dual quarks. Theondensate of the dual quarks at � = �Q is [9℄�20 � �2C(� = �Q) = jhqq(� = �Q)ij = �1mQ == Zq�QmQ; �2C(� < �Q) = �20� ��Q�q : (3.8)Therefore, the mass of dual gluons due to possible hig-gsing of dual quarks an be estimated as�2gl � (a� � 1)Zq�QmQ��gl�Q�b0=NF !! �gl � �YM : (3.9)It an be seen that this is, at least, not parametri-ally higher than the pole mass of the dual quark,�gl � �poleq . Hene, it may atually be even some-what smaller, �gl = �poleq =(several) (beause we haveno real ontrol over possible nonparametrial fatorsO(1)), and the dual quarks are indeed in the HQ phase.In similar situations here and below, we assume thatthis is indeed the ase3).On the whole, there is only one sale � �YM inthe mass spetrum of the dual theory in this ase. Themasses of the dual quarks q; q, mionsM , and dual glu-onia are all � �YM .Comparing the mass spetra of the diret and dualtheories shows that they are parametrially di�erent.3) The opposite ase, where quarks are atually higgsed, wouldresult in a genuine spontaneous breaking of the diagonal �a-vor symmetry SU(NF )L+R (and breaking of the gauge group)and the appearane of a large number of stritly massless Nam-bu�Goldstone partiles. In what follows, it is assumed that thisvariant is not realized (at least, in the ases onsidered in thispaper). Besides, if there are only N isolated supersymmetrivaua in this theory, then either this opposite ase is exluded,or this exlude the whole senario No. 2.

The diret quarks have large pole massesmpoleQ =�YM �� exp(N=b0)� 1 and are parametrially weakly ou-pled and nonrelativisti inside hadrons (and weaklyon�ned, the string tension being p� � �YM �� mpoleQ ), and therefore the mass spetrum of low-lying mesons is Coulomb-like, with small mass di�er-enes ��H=�H = O(b20=N2F ) � 1 between nearesthadrons. All low-lying gluonia have masses � �YM ,i. e., are parametrially smaller than the masses of �a-vored hadrons. At the same time, all hadron massesin the dual theory are of the same sale � �YM , andall ouplings are O(1), and hene there is no reason forparametrially small mass di�erenes between hadrons.We onlude that the diret and dual theories are notequivalent.4. DIRECT AND DUAL THEORIES. EQUALQUARK MASSES, 0 < b0=NF � 1This ase is onsidered analogously to those inSes. 2 and 3, and we therefore highlight only on dif-ferenes from Ses. 2 and 3. The main di�erene isthat at � � �Q, the diret oupling is now not small,a� = O(1), while both the gauge and Yukawa ouplingsof the dual theory are parametrially small,a� � a�f � b0=NF � 1; a�f � NF (f �)2=8�2;f(� = �Q) = �2=�1 � f�:The pole mass mpoleQ of diret quarks is the sameas in (2.1). But �YM is now parametrially the same,�YM � mpoleQ (as is the sale of the gluon mass dueto possible quark higgsing, �gl � mpoleQ � �YM ). As-suming that quarks are not higgsed, but are in the HQphase (see footnote 3), we obtain that there is only onemass sale �H � �YM � �Q(mQ=�Q)NF =3N in themass spetrum of hadrons.We now onsider the weakly oupled dual theory. Italready entered the onformal regime at � < �Q (seefootnote 1), and therefore the pole mass of dual quarksis now given by�poleq�Q = � �q�Q�NF =3N ;�q = �q(� = �Q)�Q = M2hZq�2Q ;M2h�2Q = �3YMmQ�2Q = �mQ�Q �N=N : (4.1)
After integrating out all dual quarks as heavy ones at� = �poleq , the dual YM theory remains (together with74



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012 Mass spetrum in SQCD : : :the mions M). The sale parameter � = h�L(M)i ofits gauge oupling an be found from [11℄3N ln ��poleq� ! � 2��� � NFb0 N2 � 12NF +N �� 3N27 b0 : (4.2)Now, from mathing the gluino ondensates in thediret and dual theories, we obtainj�j = �YM ! Zq � exp��N7 b0�� 1;�poleq � exp�N7 b0��YM � �YM : (4.3)The expressions for �YM and Zq an be written inthe general ase where b0 > 0 and b0 > 0 as�YM�Q � exp��Nb0 � detmQ�NFQ !1=3N ;Zq � exp ���Nb0 + N7 b0�� : (4.4)Here, the symbol ��� denotes exponential auray independene on the large parameters N=b0 � 1 orN=b0 � 1 (see footnote 1). Hene, if N=b0 or N=b0are O(1), then the dependene on these has to be omit-ted from (4.4). For our purposes, this exponential a-uray in (4.4) is su�ient.Therefore, similarly to the ase of the weakly ou-pled diret theory in Se. 2, the dual quark pole mass�poleq is parametrially larger than �YM . Then, pro-eeding as in [6, 7℄ and integrating out the dual gluonsvia the VY proedure yields the Lagrangian of mionsM , whih an be written in form (3.6). The mionmasses are therefore given by�M = mQ �22zMM2h � mQ Zq2�2QzMM2h ;zM = zM (�Q; �poleq ) =  �Q�poleq !2b0=NF � 1: (4.5)It follows from (4.5) that�M � Zq2�YM = exp��2N7 b0 ��YM � �YM : (4.6)Therefore, the mion masses are parametrially smallerthan �YM .

To hek that there are no self-ontraditions, itremains to estimate the gluon masses due to possiblehiggsing of dual quarks. We have�2gl�2Q � ZqmQ�Q ��gl�Q�b0=NF ! �gl �� exp�� N 14 b0��YM � �YM � �poleq : (4.7)Therefore, there are three parametrially di�erentmass sales in the dual theory in this ase.a) A large number of �avored hadrons made ofweakly oupled nonrelativisti (and weakly on�ned,the string tension being p� � �YM � �poleq )dual quarks with the pole masses �poleq =�YM == exp(N =7 b0) � 1. The mass spetrum of low-lying�avored mesons is Coulomb-like, with parametriallysmall mass di�erenes ��H=�H = O(b20=N2F )� 1.b) A large number of gluonia with the mass sale� �YM .) N2F lightest mionsM with parametrially smallermasses, �M=�YM � exp(�2N=7 b0)� 1.At the same time, there is only one mass sale� �YM of all hadron masses in the diret theory, whihis strongly oupled here, a� = O(1). Clearly, the massspetra of the diret and dual theories are parametri-ally di�erent.On the whole, it follows that when an appropriatesmall parameter is available (0 < b0=NF � 1 whenthe diret theory is weakly oupled, or 0 < b0=NF �� 1 when weakly oupled is the dual theory), the massspetra of the diret and dual theories are parametri-ally di�erent. Therefore, there are no reasons for thesemass spetra to beome exatly the same when b0=NFand b0=NF beome O(1).5. DIRECT AND DUAL THEORIES.UNEQUAL QUARK MASSES,0 < b0=NF � 1, N < Nl < 3N=2The standard onsideration that allows �verifying�that the duality works properly for quarks of unequalmasses is as follows [1, 4℄. For instane, we take Nhquarks of the diret theory to be heavier than the otherN < Nl = NF � Nh quarks. Then, after integrat-ing out these h-�avored quarks as heavy ones, the di-ret theory with N olors and Nl of l-�avors remainsat lower energies. By duality, it is equivalent to thedual theory with Nl � N olors and Nl �avors. Onthe other hand, the original theory is equivalent to thedual theory with N = NF �N olors and NF �avors.75



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012In this dual theory, the h-�avored dual quarks are as-sumed to be higgsed, and hene the dual theory withNF �N �Nh = Nl �N olors and NF �Nh = Nl ofl-�avors remains at lower energies. Therefore, all looksself-onsistent.But we onsider this variant in more details,starting with the left end of the onformal window,0 < b0=NF � 1. At � < �Q, the dual theory hasalready entered the onformal regime, and hene bothits gauge and Yukawa ouplings are lose to their para-metrially small frozen values, a� � a�f � b0=NF � 1.We take N < Nl < 3N=2 diret quarks Ql; Ql tohave smaller masses ml at � = �Q, and the otherNh = NF � Nl quarks Qh; Qh to have larger massesmh; r � ml=mh < 1.5.1. Diret theoryWe start with the diret theory beause, in a sense,its mass spetrum is easier to alulate. The theory isin the onformal regime at � < �Q, and the highestphysial mass sale �H is equal to the pole mass of theheavier Qh; Qh quarks:mpoleh�Q = mh�Q  �Qmpoleh !Q=b0=NF == �mh�Q�NF =3N : (5.1)After integrating these quarks out, the lower-energy di-ret theory with N olors and N < Nl < 3N=2 �a-vors of lighter Ql; Ql quarks remains4). From math-ing with the oupling a� = O(1) of the higher-energytheory, its gauge oupling is also O(1) at � = mpolehand hene the sale parameter of this gauge ouplingis �0Q � mpoleh . The urrent masses of Ql; Ql quarks at� = mpoleh arem̂l � ml(� = mpoleh ) = rmpoleh � �0Q = mpoleh ; r � 1:Now, how to deal further with this theory at lowerenergies? As was desribed in [6℄ (see Se. 7), there aretwo variants, �a� and �b�. All hadron masses �H aremuh smaller than �0Q in variant �a�, �H � �0Q, andthe diret theory and its dual are not equivalent [6℄.We therefore do not onsider this variant �a� in thissetion, beause our purpose here is to hek the dual-ity in the variant most favorable for its validity. This is4) To simplify all formulas, the value (3N � 2Nl)=Nl is onsi-dered as O(1) quantity in this setion.

variant �b�, i. e., �on�nement without hiral symmetrybreaking� (although some general arguments have beenpresented in [6℄ that this variant annot be realized).This amounts to assuming (beause all the original di-ret degrees of freedom annot �dissolve in the air�) thatdue to strong nonperturbative on�ning e�ets, the di-ret Ql; Ql quarks and gluons form a large number ofheavy hadrons with masses �H � �0Q.Instead, new light omposite partiles (speial soli-tons) appear, whose masses are parametrially smallerthan �0Q. These are the dual quarks q̂l; q̂l, the dualgluons with N 0 = Nl � N dual olors, and themions M̂l � M̂ ll . Their ouplings at sales � < �0Qare desribed by the Seiberg dual Lagrangian. Theirdual gauge oupling a(�) at � . �0Q � mpoleh isa(� = �0Q=(several)) � a� = O(1), and thereforethe sale parameter of this dual gauge oupling is� �0Q � mpoleh .The dual Lagrangian (at the sale � � �0Q,(Mlh)2 � hQlQl(� = �Q)i = hSi=ml = �3YM=ml)is L = "Tr l �q̂yeV q̂ + q̂ye�V q̂� ++ 1(�0Q)2Tr�M̂yl M̂l�#D ++"� 2��(�0Q) s+ 1�0Q Tr l �q̂ M̂l q̂�+m̂l Tr M̂l#F ; (5.2)where s = w2�=32�2; hq̂l q̂li = �Æll m̂l �0Q;m̂l = ml z�1Q ; hM̂li = (Mlh)2 zQ;zQ =  mpoleh�Q !Q=b0=NF = �mh�Q�b0=3N � 1: (5.3)This dual theory is in the HQ phase [6℄ (seeSe. 7). At lower sales �poleq;l < � < �0Q, both itsgauge and Yukawa ouplings derease logarithmially(b00 = 3N 0 �Nl < 0) and beome muh less than unityat � = �poleq;l � �0Q and r � 1. The pole mass �poleq;l ofthe q̂l; q̂l quarks is�poleq;l = �q;lz0q = hM̂liz0q�0Q == �r = mlmh�(Nl�N)=N mpolehz0q � mpoleh ; (5.4)76



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012 Mass spetrum in SQCD : : :where z0q = z0q(�0Q; �poleq;l )� 1 is the perturbative loga-rithmi renormalization fator of dual l-quarks:z0q = z0q(�0Q; �poleq;l ) �  �(�poleq;l )�(�0Q) !N 0=jb00j ��  1ln(�0Q=�poleq;l )!(Nl�N)=(3N�2Nl) � 1:At sales � < �poleq;l , all quarks q̂l; q̂l an be inte-grated out as heavy ones, and there remains the dualYM theory with N 0 = Nl � N olors and mions M̂l.The sale fator �YM = h�L(M̂l)i (with mions M̂l sit-ting down on �L(M̂l)) of its gauge oupling is deter-mined from the mathing [6, 7℄3N 0 ln �poleq;l��YM ! = b00 ln �poleq;l�0Q !++Nl ln �poleq;l�q;l !! ��YM = �h�L(M̂l)i == �YM = ��b0QmNll mNhh �1=3N : (5.5)Proeeding as in [6, 7℄ and applying the VY proedureto dual gluons, we obtain the lowest-energy Lagrangianof mions M̂l:LM = " z0M(�0Q)2Tr�M̂yl M̂l�#D + 24�(Nl �N) ��  det M̂l(�0Q)(3N�Nl) !1=(Nl�N) + m̂l TrM̂l35F ; (5.6)where z0M = z0M (�0Q; �poleq;l )� 1 is the perturbative log-arithmi renormalization fator of mions. From (5.6),the masses of mions M̂l are�(M̂l) � m̂l (�0Q)2z0M hM̂li �� �r = mlmh�(2N�Nl)=N mpolehz0M ; r � 1;�YM�poleq;l � z0q r� � 1; �(M̂l)�YM � r2�z0M � 1;0 < � = 3N � 2Nl3N < 13 : (5.7)
Therefore, on the whole for Se. 5.1, when westarted with the diret theory, then integratedout the heaviest Qh; Qh quarks at � = mpoleh == �YM (1=r)Nl=3N � �YM and, in variant �b�

(�on�nement without hiral symmetry breaking�),dualized the remaining theory of the diret l �avorsand diret gluons, the mass spetrum is as follows.1. There is a large number of heavy diret h mesonsMdirh , made of the Qh; Qh quarks (and/or antiquarksand diret gluons) with largest masses � mpoleh == (1=r)Nl=3N�YM � �Q.10. In variant �b� onsidered here, the dualization ofQl; Ql quarks and diret gluons leaves behind a largenumber of heavy diret l mesons Mdirl with di�erentspins, made of the Ql; Ql quarks (and diret gluons),also with masses � mpoleh . Besides, there is also a largenumber of heavy diret hybrid mesons Mdirlh , baryonsBl; Blh, and gluonia, all also with masses � mpoleh . Allthese heavy partiles are strongly oupled, with ou-plings O(1).All other partiles are parametrially lighter andoriginate from the dual quarks q̂l; q̂l, the dual gluons,and mions M̂l.2. There is a large number of l -�avored dual mesonsand bl baryons made of nonrelativisti (and weakly on-�ned, the string tension being p� � �YM � �poleq;l )q̂l; q̂l quarks, with their pole masses�poleq;l � r(Nl�N)=Nmpolehz0q �� �1r�(3N�2Nl)=3N �YMz0q � �YM :3. There is a large number of gluonia with masses� �YM � �poleq;l .4. The lightest are N2l salar mions M̂l with masses�(M̂l) � (r)2� �YM=z0M � �YM .5.2. Dual theoryWe return to the beginning of this setion and startdiretly with the dual theory with N dual olors, NFdual quarks q and q, and N2F mions M ji . At the sale� < �Q, the theory is already in the weak-ouplingonformal regime, i. e., its oupling a(�) is lose toa� = N ��=2� � 7b0=3N � 1 (see footnote 1 and for-mula (4.2)). We �rst onsider the ase most favorablefor the dual theory, where the parameter r = ml=mh isalready taken to be su�iently small (see below). Thenin senario No. 2 onsidered in this paper, the highestphysial mass sale �H in the dual theory is determinedby masses of dual gluons due to higgsing of the qh; qhquarks: �2H = �2ql;h � a�jhqhqh(� = �ql;h)ij:77



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012The mass spetrum of the dual theory in this phasean be obtained in a relatively standard way, similarlyto [6, 7℄. We therefore skip some intermediate relationsin similar situations in what follows. The emphasis isinstead on new elements that have not appeared before.1) The masses of 2NNh�N2h massive dual gluonsand their salar superpartners are�2ql;h � jhqhqhij��ql;h�Q �q �� �1mh��ql;h�Q �q � Zq�Qmh��ql;h�Q �b0=NF ; (5.8)�ql;h�Q � exp�� N14b0��mh�Q�NF=3N �� �mh�Q�NF =3N ; Zq � exp��N7b0�� 1: (5.9)2) The NlNh hybrid mionsMhl and the NlNh nionsNlh (these are those dual l quarks that have higgsedolors, their partners Mlh and Nhl are understood andare not shown expliitly) an be treated independentlyof other degrees of freedom, and their masses are de-termined mainly by their ommon mass term in thesuperpotential:Lhybr � "ẑM Tr  MyhlMhlZ2q�2Q !+ ẑq Tr �NylhNlh�#D++ �pZqmh�QTr �MhlNlhZq�Q ��F ; (5.10)where ẑq and ẑM are the perturbative renormalizationfators of dual quarks and mions,ẑq = ẑq(�Q; �ql;h) = ��ql;h�Q �b0=NF �� �mh�Q�b0=3N � 1;ẑM = ẑM (�Q; �ql;h) = 1=ẑ2q � 1:Therefore,�(Mhl)�Q � �(Nlh)�Q � exp�� N14b0����mh�Q�NF =3N � �ql;h�Q : (5.11)3) Beause the qh and qh quarks are higgsed, N2hpseudo-Goldstone mesons Nhh (nions) appear. After

integrating out the heavy gluons and their superpart-ners, the Lagrangian of remained degrees of freedomtakes the formL � "ẑMTr MyhhMhh +MyllMllZ2q�2Q ! ++ ẑq 2TrqNyhhNhh + ẑqTr l �qyeV 0q + qye�V 0q�#D ++ �� 2��0(�)s0 +Tr �MhhNhhZq�Q � ++ Tr l�qMll qZq�Q �+ Tr (mlMll +mhMhh)�F ; (5.12)where s0 inludes the �eld strengths of the remainingSU(N 0) dual gluons with N 0 = N � Nh = Nl � Ndual olors, and ql; ql are the l-�avored dual quarkswith unhiggsed dual olors and, �nally, the nions Nhhare �sitting down� inside �0(�).At lower sales � < �ql;h, the mions Mhh andnions Nhh are frozen and do not evolve, while thegauge oupling dereases logarithmially in the inter-val �poleq;l < � < �ql;h. The numerial value of the polemass of the ql; ql quarks is�poleq;l�Q = hMlliZq�2Q 1ẑq z00q � exp�N7b0���"r(Nl�N)=N �mh�Q�NF =3N# 1z00q ;�poleq;l � exp�N 7b0��poleq;l � �poleq;l ;z00q = z0q(�ql;h; �poleq;l ) � z0q(mpoleh ; �poleq;l ) = z0q; (5.13)
where z00q � 1 is the logarithmi renormalization fatorof the ql; ql quarks.After integrating out the ql; ql quarks as heavyones at � = �poleq;l , the dual SU(Nl � N) YM the-ory remains with the sale fator of its gauge ou-pling h��Li = �YM (and with nions Nhh and mionsMll �sitting down� on �L). Finally, integrating thedual gluons via the VY proedure, we obtain (reall-ing that all �elds in (5.12) and (5.14) are normalizedat � = �Q, and �YM=�Q = rNl=3N(mh=�Q)NF =3N ,78



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012 Mass spetrum in SQCD : : :hNhhi = �Zqmh�Q)L � "ẑMTr MyhhMhh + z00MMyllMllZ2q�2Q ! ++ ẑq 2TrqNyhhNhh #D + �Tr�MhhNhhZq�Q � �� (Nl �N)�3YM �det hNhhiNhh det MllhMlli�1=(Nl�N) ++ Tr (mlMll +mhMhh)#F ; (5.14)wherez00M = z00M (�ql;h; �poleq;l ) � z0M (�gl;h; �poleq;l ) = z0M � 1is the logarithmi renormalization fator of Mllmions5).The masses obtained from (5.14) are then as follows:�(Mhh)�Q � �(Nhh)�Q �sẑq jhNhhij�2Q �� exp�� N14b0��mh�Q�NF =3N � �ql;h�Q ;�(Mll)�Q � Z2qz00M ml �QẑM hMlli � exp��2N7b0 ��� r(2N�Nl)=N �mh�Q�NF =3N 1z00M : (5.15)
On the whole for Se. 5.2, when we started di-retly with the dual theory with N  = NF �N olors,NF = Nl +Nh quarks q; q, and N2F mions M , its massspetrum is as follows.1. The setor of heavy masses inludes: a) 2NNh�� N2h massive dual gluons and their salar super-partners; b) 2NlNh hybrid salar mions Mhl + Mlh;) 2NlNh hybrid salar nions Nlh +Nhl (these are theql; ql quarks with higgsed olors); d) N2h salar mionsMhh and N2h salar nions Nhh. All these partiles, withspei� numbers of eah type, de�nite spins, and otherquantum numbers, have de�nite masses of the samesale of the order of�ql;h � exp�� N14b0��mh�Q�NF =3N �Q == exp�� N14b0�mpoleh � mpoleh = (1=r)Nl=3N�YM :5) The seond term of the superpotential in (5.14) an equiva-lently be written as�(Nl �N) detMll�b0Q det ��Nhh=Zq�Q�!1=(Nl�N) :

All these partiles are oupled only weakly, withboth their gauge and Yukawa ouplings a� � a�f �� b0=NF � 1.10. Beause the dual quarks qh; qh are higgsed, onean imagine that solitoni exitations also appear in theform of monopoles of the dual group (its broken part)(see, e. g., Se. 3 in [12℄ and footnote 6 therein). Thesedual monopoles are then on�ned and an, in prini-ple, form a number of additional hadrons H 0h. Beausethe dual theory is weakly oupled at the sale of hig-gsing, � � �ql;h � exp(�N=14b0)mpoleh , the masses ofthese monopoles, as well as the tension p� of stringson�ning them (with our exponential auray in para-metrial dependene on N =b0 � 1), are also � �ql;h.Therefore, the mass sale of these hadrons H 0h is also� �ql;h � mpoleh . We even assume (in favor of the dual-ity) that, with respet to their quantum numbers, thesehadrons H 0h an be identi�ed in some way with the di-ret hadrons made of the Qh; Qh quarks. But eventhen, the masses of H 0h are parametrially smaller thanthose of various diret hadrons made of the Qh; Qhquarks, �(H 0h) � exp(�N=14b0)mpoleh � mpoleh .Besides, beause the hiral symmetry of l; l �a-vors and the R-harges of the lower-energy theory at�poleq;l < � < �ql;h remain unbroken and the l-�avoreddual quarks are not higgsed and remain e�etivelymassless in this interval of sales, no possibility is seenin this dual theory in Se. 5.2 for the appearane ofl; l-�avored hiral hadrons H 0l (mesons and baryons)with the heavy masses � �ql;h that ould be identi�edwith a large number of various diret l; l-�avored hiralhadrons (mesons and baryons) made of Ql; Ql quarks(and W�) in the theory in Se. 5.1 dualized in vari-ant �b� (not to mention their parametrially di�erentmass sales, �ql;h � mpoleh ; see point 10 in Se. 5.1).This fat shows the self-ontraditory harater of du-ality in variant �b� (�on�nement without hiral �avorsymmetry breaking�).All other partiles in the mass spetrum of thetheory desribed in Se. 5.2 onstitute the setor oflighter partiles, with their masses being parametriallysmaller than �ql;h.2. The next mass sale is formed by a large num-ber of l-�avored dual mesons and bl; bl baryons madeof nonrelativisti (and weakly on�ned, the string ten-sion being p� � �YM � �poleq;l ) dual ql; ql quarks withN 0 = Nl � N unhiggsed olors. The pole masses ofthese ql; ql quarks are�poleq;l � exp�3N 14b0� r(Nl�N)=N �ql;hz0q � �ql;h79



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012(at r � rl; see (5.16) below).3. Next, there is a large number of gluonia with themass sale � �YM � �poleq;l .4. Finally, the lightest are N2l salar mions Mllwith masses�(Mll) � exp��2N7b0 � r2��YMz0M � �YM :Comparing the mass spetra of two supposedlyequivalent desriptions in Ses. 5.1 and 5.2 above, wesee that the masses are learly di�erent parametrially,in powers of the parameter Zq = exp(�N =7b0) � 1.Besides, the theory desribed in Se. 5.2 ontains veryspei� de�nite numbers of �elds with �xed quan-tum numbers and spins and with the de�nite masses� �ql;h, all parametrially weakly oupled (see point1 in Se. 5.2). No analog of these spei� partiles isseen in Se. 5.1. Instead, there is a large number ofh-�avored hadrons with various spins, all strongly ou-pled, with the oupling a(� � mpoleh ) � 1.Finally (and we onsider this to be of speial im-portane), there are no heavy l; l-�avored hadronsH 0l in the theory desribed in Se. 5.2, whih havethe appropriate onserved (in the interval of sales�poleq;l < � < �ql;h) hiral �avors l; l and R-harges,suh that they ould be assoiated with a large num-ber of various heavy �avored hiral hadrons made of theQl; Ql quarks (and W�), whih are present in Se. 5.1dualized in variant �b�. This shows that the duality invariant �b� (�on�nement without hiral �avor symme-try breaking�) is not self-onsistent6). This agrees withsome general arguments presented in [6℄ (see Se. 7; itis also worth realling that these arguments were notrelated with the use of senario No. 1 with the diquarkondensate) that the duality in variant �b� annot berealized beause, in the theory with unbroken hiral�avor symmetries and R-harges and e�etively mass-less quarks, the masses of �avored and R-harged hiralhadron super�elds with various spins annot be made�of nothing�.This is not the whole story, however. For the mass�ql;h of gluons in the dual theory to be the largest phy-sial mass �H (as was used in Se. 5.2 above), the para-meter r = ml=mh has to be taken su�iently small (see6) It is not di�ult to see that a similar situation with thel ; l-�avored hiral hadrons that an be made of the Ql; Ql quarks(and W�) ours in variant �b� also in senario No. 1 onsideredin [6, 7℄ (see Se. 3b in [7℄ for a similar regime). Setion 5.1therein is exatly the same as in this paper. Setion 5.2 is diffe-rent, beause the h-�avors are not higgsed, but instead form thediquark ondensate; qualitatively, however, the situation is thesame, and the di�erene between Ses. 5.1 and 5.2 is only moreprominent in senario No. 1.

(5.9) and (5.13); from now on, the nonleading e�etsdue to logarithmi fators like z0q � z00q are ignored):�poleq;l�ql;h � 1! r � rl == �z0q exp��3N14b0��N=(Nl�N) �� exp��3N14b0 NNl �N�� 1: (5.16)We trae the behavior of the diret and dual theo-ries in the whole interval rl < r < 17).As regards the diret theory (see Se. 5.1), itsregime and all hierarhies in the mass spetrum re-main the same for any value of r < 1, i. e., the polemass mpoleh of the Qh; Qh quarks beomes the largestphysial mass �H already at r < 1=(several), and soon. But this is not the ase for the dual theory (seeSe. 5.2). At rl < r < 1=(several), the pole mass �̂poleq;lof ql; ql quarks remains the largest physial mass:�̂poleq;l�Q = hMlliZq�2Q  �Q�̂poleq;l !b0=NF � exp�N7b0��� rNl�NN NF3N �mh�Q�NF =3N � �poleq;l�Q : (5.17)Already this is su�ient to see a qualitative di�erenebetween the diret and dual theories. The hh-�avoredhadrons in the diret theory have the largest masses,while the ll-�avored hadrons are the heaviest ones inthe dual theory.We make some rough estimates in Se. 5.2 at r > rl.After integrating out the heaviest quarks ql; ql at thesale � � �̂poleq;l , the dual theory remains with N olorsand Nh < N dual quarks qh; qh (and mions M), andwith b000 = 3N  � Nh > 0. It is in the weak-ouplinglogarithmi regime at �0H < � < �̂poleq;l , where �0H is thehighest mass sale in the remaining theory. The newsale fator �0q of its gauge oupling an be found fromb000 ln �̂poleq;l�0q ! � 2��� = 3N27b0 ! �0q�̂poleq;l �� exp � 3N27b0b000!� 1: (5.18)7) For this, it is onvenient to keep mh intat while ml is de-reased, starting with ml = mh.80



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012 Mass spetrum in SQCD : : :If (see below) rl � rh < r < 1=(several), then�0H = �̂poleq;h > �0q , where �̂poleq;h is the pole mass of qh; qhquarks, whih are in the HQ phase (i. e., not yet hig-gsed). Roughly, �̂poleq;h � r �̂poleq;l , whene�̂poleq;h�0q > 1! r > rh � exp � 3N27b0b000!� rl: (5.19)In the interval rh < r < 1=(several), the mass spe-trum of the dual theory is qualitatively not muh dif-ferent from the ase r = 1 (see Se. 4). The heaviestare the ll-hadrons, then the hl-hadrons, then the hh-hadrons, then gluonia, and, in addition, there are themions Mhh, Mhl, Mll with their masses�(Mhh) � m2h�0 ; �(Mhl) � mhml�0 ; �(Mll) � m2l�0 ;where �0 = zM (�Q; �̂poleq;l )�3YM=Z2q�2Q;zM (�Q; �̂poleq;l ) � (�2Q=mhml)b0=3N � 1:As r dereases further, a phase transition oursfrom the HQh phase to the Higgsh phase at r � rh,i. e., after �̂poleq;h > �0q beomes �̂poleq;h < �0q and thequarks qh; qh are higgsed8). But even then the ql; qlquarks remain the heaviest ones. And only when r be-omes r < rl � rh � 1, the gluon mass �ql;h beomesthe largest and the mass spetrum of the dual theorybeomes that desribed above in this setion.6. DIRECT THEORY. UNEQUAL QUARKMASSES, 3N=2< NF < 3N,b0=NF = O(1), Nl > NThis setion ontinues the preeding one, but weforget about any dualizations in what follows and wedeal with the diret theory as it is, i. e., in variant a)(see [6℄, Se. 7). This means that after the heavy quarksQh; Qh have been integrated out at � = mpoleh , all par-tile masses in the lower-energy theory with N ol-ors and N < Nl < 3N=2 lighter Ql; Ql quarks areparametrially smaller than the sale �0Q � mpoleh (see(5.1)), and at � < �0Q, the lower-energy theory entersthe strong-oupling regime with a(�� �0Q)� 19).8) As was argued in [12℄ (see Se. 3 therein), the transition pro-eeds through the formation of a mixed phase in the thresholdregion �0q=(several) < �̂poleq;h < (several)�0q (i. e., rh=(several) << r < (several)rh here).9) Hereafter, to have de�nite answers, we use the anomalousquark dimension 1 + Q(NF ; N; a(�) � 1) = N=(NF � N),and the strong oupling a(�)� 1 given in Eq. (7.4) in [6℄.

This lower-energy theory is assumed to be in theHQ phase (see footnote 3), and the pole mass of Ql; Qlquarks ismpolel�0Q =  ml(� = �0Q)�0Q = r! �0Qmpolel !0Q !! mpolel�0Q = r(Nl�N)=N � 1; r � 1;b00 = 3N �Nl; 1 + 0Q = NNl �N ;� = NF 0Q � b00N = 3N � 2NlNl �N : (6.1)
The oupling a+(� = mpolel ) is large:a+(� = mpolel ) =  �0Q� = mpolel !� == �1r �(3N�2Nl)=N � 1: (6.2)Hene, after integrating out all the Ql; Ql quarks asheavy ones at � = mpolel , we are left with the pureSU(N) YM theory, but in the strong-oupling regime.This is somewhat unusual, but there is no ontradi-tion beause this perturbative strong oupling regimewith aYM (�) � 1 is realized in a restrited intervalof sales only, �YM � � < mpolel � �0Q. It fol-lows from the NSVZ �-funtion [8℄ that the ouplingaYM (�� �YM )� 1 is then given byaYM (� = mpolel ) =  � = mpolel�YM !3 == a+(� = mpolel )! �YM�Q = �YM�Q == "�ml�Q�Nl �mh�Q�Nh#1=3N ;�YMmpolel = r(3N�2Nl)=3N � 1;aYM (�YM � � < mpolel ) == aYM (� = mpolel ) �mpolel !3 = � ��YM �3 ;

(6.3)
and it now dereases from aYM (� = mpolel ) � 1 toaYM (� � �YM ) � 1 as � dereases, after whih thenonperturbative e�ets beome essential.Therefore, dereasing the sale � from � = mpolelto � < �YM , integrating out all gauge degrees of free-dom exept the one whole �eld S �W 2�, and using the6 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 81



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012VY form for the superpotential of S [10℄, we obtain thestandard gluino ondensate, hSi = �3YM .To verify the self-onsisteny, we have to estimatethe sale �gl of the possible higgsing of Ql; Ql quarks.This estimate is given by�2gl � a+(� = �gl)hQlQli�=�gl � �mpolel �2 ;a+(� = �gl) =  �0Q = mpoleh�gl !� ;hQlQli�=�gl = hQlQli�=�Q ����0Q�Q�Q=b0=NF  �gl�0Q!0Q ;hQlQli�=�Q = �3YMml : (6.4)
Therefore, as usually happens in this senario No. 2in the strong-oupling region, �gl and mpolel are para-metrially the same, and this is �a point of tension�.As before, we assume that �gl = mpolel =(several), andhene the Ql; Ql quarks are not higgsed and the HQlphase is self-onsistent.All quarks of the diret theory are in the HQ phase(and are therefore on�ned, but the string tension issmall in omparison with quark masses, p� � �YM �� mpolel � mpoleh ). The mass spetrum then inludes1) a large number of heavy hh-�avored mesons withthe mass sale � mpoleh � �Q; 2) a large number ofhybrid hl-mesons and baryons Bhl; Bhl with the samemass sale � mpoleh ; 3) a large number of ll-�avo-red mesons and baryons Bl; Bl with the mass sale� mpolel � mpoleh ; and, �nally, 4) gluonia, whih arethe lightest, with their mass sale � �YM � mpolel .7. DIRECT AND DUAL THEORIES. EQUALQUARK MASSES, N < NF < 3N=2,Nl > NAs regards the diret theory, this ase is obtainedfrom the one in the preeding setion by a simplehange of notation. The quark pole masses arempoleQ�Q = mQ�Q � �QmQ = mQ(� = �Q)�Q == �mQ�Q �1=(1+Q) ; (7.1)while the gluon masses due to a possible higgsing ofquarks are

�2gl � a(� = �gl)hQQi�=�gl ; a(� = �gl) = ��Q�gl�� ;� = NF Q � b0N ;hQQi�=�gl = hQQi�=�Q ��gl�Q�Q : (7.2)It follows from (7.2) that�gl�Q � �mQ�Q �1=(1+Q) � mpoleQ�Q ;11 + Q = NF �NN for Q = 2N �NFNF �N (7.3)and, as previously, we assume thatmpoleQ = (several)�gland the quarks are not higgsed but on�ned (see foot-note 3). After all quarks are integrated out as heavyones at � = mpoleQ , we are left with the SU(N) YMtheory in the strong-oupling regime and with the salefator �YM � mpoleQ of its gauge oupling, and so on.As regards the dual theory, its mass spetrum hasbeen desribed in [6℄ (see Se. 7), and we only reall ithere brie�y. The Lagrangian at � = �Q is taken in theformL = "Tr�qyeV q+qye�V q�+Tr �MyM��2Q #D ++ �� 2��(� = �Q)s+Tr (qMq)�Q +Tr (mQM)�F ;s = w2�=32�2; hM(� = �Q)i =M2h;a(� = �Q) = N�(� = �Q)=2� = O(1): (7.4)The dual quarks are in the HQ phase and are thereforeon�ned, and their pole masses are (from now on inthis setion we neglet the logarithmi renormalizationfators zq and zM for simpliity)�poleq�Q = hM(� = �Q)i =M2h = hQQ(� = �Q)izq(�Q; �poleq )�2Q �� �mQ�Q �(NF�N)=N : (7.5)After integrating out the dual quarks as heavy ones,we are left with the dual gauge theory with N  olorsand with the sale fator h�L(M)i = �YM of its gaugeoupling, and with the frozen mion �elds M . Finally,integrating the dual gluons by means of the VY proe-dure [10℄, we obtain the Lagrangian of mionsL = " 1�2QTr �MyM�#D + 24�N detM�b0Q !1=N ++ mQTrM35F ; �� �YM : (7.6)82



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012 Mass spetrum in SQCD : : :It desribes the mions M with the masses�M � mQ �2QM2h! � mQ� �QmQ�(NF�N)=N ;mQ � �M � �YM : (7.7)Clearly, there is no analog of these parametrially lightpartiles in the diret theory.8. DIRECT AND DUAL THEORIES. UNEQUALQUARK MASSES, N < NF < 3N=2,Nl > NAs regards the diret theory, the mass spetrumin this ase with r = ml=mh < 1 is not muh dif-ferent from the one in the preeding setion. Allquarks are in the HQ phase, and the highest physi-al mass is the pole mass of h-quarks (see footnote 9,+ = (2N �NF )=(NF �N)):mpoleh = mh �Qmpoleh !+ ! mpoleh�Q == �mh�Q�(NF�N)=N : (8.1)After integrating the Qh; Qh quarks as heavy onesat � = mpoleh , the lower-energy theory remains with Nolors and N < Nl < 3N=2 l-quarks. The next inde-pendent physial sale is the pole mass of the l-quarks(� = (2N �Nl)=(Nl �N)):mpolel = �ml(� = mpoleh ) = r mpoleh �  mpolehmpolel !� !!  mpolelmpoleh ! = r(Nl�N)=N � 1: (8.2)Integrating the l-quarks as heavy ones at � = mpolelleaves us with the SU(N) YM theory in the strong-oupling regime. The sale fator �0YM of its gaugeoupling is determined from mpolel�0YM !3 =  �Qmpoleh !�+  mpolehmpolel !�� !! �0YM = �YM = ��b0QmNll mNhh �1=3N ; (8.3)where�+ = 3N � 2NFNF �N ; �� = 3N � 2NlNl �N > �+:

To verify the self-onsisteny, we also estimate thegluon masses due to the possible higgsing of the Qhand/or Ql quarks. For the Qh quarks,�2gl;h�2Q � �a+(� = �gl;h) = � �Q�gl;h��+� hQhQhi�2Q ����gl;h�Q �+ ! �gl;hmpoleh � rNl=N � 1; (8.4)and hene there is no problem, but for the Ql quarks,we now have�2gl;l�2Q �� "a�(� = �gl;l) =  �Qmpoleh !�+  mpoleh�gl;l !��#�� hQlQli�2Q  mpoleh�Q !+  �gl;lmpoleh !� ! (8.5)! �gl;l�Q � hQlQli�2Q � mpolel�Q == r(Nl�N)=Nmpoleh�Q ; (8.6)and this is also �a point of tension�. As before, weassume that it is in favor of mpolel , i. e., mpolel == (several)�gl;l.In the diret theory, all quarks are in the HQ phaseand the mass spetrum onsists of a) a large num-ber of hh- and hybrid hl-mesons and baryons with themass sale � mpoleh � �Q (mh=�Q)(NF�N)=N � �Q,b) a large number of ll-mesons and baryons with themass sale � mpolel � mpoleh r(Nl�N)=N � mpoleh ;all quarks are weakly on�ned, i. e., the string ten-sion p� � �YM is muh smaller than their masses;and ) gluonia, whih are the lightest, with the masses� �YM � mpolel .In the dual theory with Lagrangian (7.4), thereare several regimes depending on the value ofr = ml=mh < 1.i) at r1 = (mh=�Q)(3N�2NF )=2Nl < r < 1, the hi-erarhy of masses is given by �q;l > �q;h > �hgl, where�q;l and �q;h are the masses of dual quarks and �hgl isthe gluon mass due to the possible higgsing of qh; qhquarks (all logarithmi renormalization e�ets are ne-gleted here and below in this setion for simpliity):�poleq;l�Q � �q;l = �q;l(� = �Q)�Q = hQlQl(� = �Q)i�2Q == r(Nl�N)=N �mh�Q�(NF�N)=N ;83 6*



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012�poleq;h�Q � �q;h = �q;h(� = �Q)�Q == hQhQh(� = �Q)i�2Q == rNl=N �mh�Q�(NF�N)=N ; (8.7)�hgl �pjhqhqhij =pmh�Q:This hierarhy shows that all dual quarks are in theHQ phase and not higgsed.ii) at r2 = (mh=�Q)(3N�2NF )=2(Nl�N) < r < r1 == (mh=�Q)(3N�2NF )=2Nl , the hierarhy of masses isgiven by �q;l > �hgl > �q;h. This shows that ql; qlquarks are in the HQ phase and are the heaviest ones,while qh; qh quarks are higgsed. The phase transitionof qh; qh quarks from the HQh phase to the Higgshphase ours in the region r � r1.iii) at r < r2 = (mh=�Q)(3N�2NF )=2(Nl�N), thehierarhy of masses is given by �hgl > �q;l > �q;h. Here,qh; qh quarks are higgsed and �hgl is the highest mass,while the ql; ql quarks are lighter and are in the HQphase.We now give some details.i) After the heaviest dual l-quarks are integratedout at � < �q;l, a theory remains with N olors andNh < N quarks qh; qh (and mions M), and with thesale fator of its gauge oupling��0q�b00 = �b0Q �Nlq;l ; b00 = (3N �Nh) > 0;� �0q�q;h�b00=N = �r1r �2Nl=N < 1: (8.8)Hene, after integrating qh; qh quarks as heavy oneswith masses �q;h > �0q and gluons through the VYproedure, we obtain the Lagrangian of mionsL = " 1�2Q Tr �MyM�#D ++ 24�N detM�b0Q !1=N +Tr (mQM)35F : (8.9)It desribes mions M with the masses�(M ij) � mimj�2Q�3YM < �YM ; i; j = l; h: (8.10)ii) The �rst step of integrating out the heaviestl-quarks with masses �q;l is the same. But now, atr2 < r < r1, the next physial mass is �ql;h > �0qdue to higgsing of dual h-quarks, with N ! N �Nh

and formation of N2h nions Nhh. After integrating outthe heavy higgsed gluons and their superpartners withmasses �ql;h �pmh�Q, and unhiggsed gluons throughthe VY proedure, the Lagrangian of the remaining de-grees of freedom takes the formL = "Tr �MyM��2Q + 2TrqNyhhNhh#D ++ 24�(Nl �N) detMll�b0Q det (�Nhh=�Q)!1=(Nl�N) ++ 1�QTrNhh �Mhh �MhlM�1ll Mlh�++ Tr (mlMll +mhMhh)35F : (8.11)From this, the masses of mionsMhh; Mll, hybridsMlh,Mhl, and nions Nhh are�(Mhh) � �(Nhh) �pmh�Q � �ql;h;�(Mlh) � �(Mhl) � mlmh�2Q�3YM ;�(Mll) � m2l�2Q�3YM : (8.12)iii) The heaviest partiles in this region r < r2 arehiggsed gluons and their superpartners, with masses�ql;h � pmh�Q. After these partiles are integratedout, N 0 = Nl�N dual olors andNl �avors with ativeunhiggsed olors remain and the regime at � < �ql;h isIR free logarithmi, b00 = 3N 0 �Nl = 2Nl � 3N < 0.In this theory, the next independent physial sale isgiven by the mass �q;l of the Nl ative l-quarks withunhiggsed olors.The masses of 2NlNh hybrid mions Mhl +Mlh and2NlNh nionsNlh+Nhl (these are the dual l-quarks thathave higgsed olors) are determined mainly by theirommon mass term in the superpotential:Lhybr � "Tr  MyhlMhl�2Q !+Tr �NylhNlh�#D ++ �(mh�Q)1=2Tr�MhlNlh�Q ��F ; (8.13)and hene their masses are�(Mhl) � �(Mlh) � �(Nhl) � �(Nlh) � �ql;h: (8.14)Passing to lower sales and integrating out �rst the a-tive l-quarks as heavy ones with masses �q;l and then84



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012 Mass spetrum in SQCD : : :the unhiggsed gluons through the VY proedure, weobtainL = 24Tr�MyllMll+MyhhMhh��2Q +2TrqNyhhNhh35D ++ 24�(Nl �N) detMll�b0Qdet (�Nhh=�Q)!1=(Nl�N) ++ Tr (NhhMhh)�Q +Tr (mlMll +mhMhh)35F : (8.15)Finally, the masses are given by�(Nhh) � �(Mhh) � �ql;h �pmh�Q;�(Mll) � m2l�2Q=�3YM : (8.16)9. DIRECT THEORY. UNEQUAL QUARKMASSES, N < NF < 3N=2, Nl < N� 1In this regime, at r = ml=mh � 1, the highestphysial sale �H is determined by the gluon masses�gl;l that arise due to higgsing of the Ql; Ql quarks10):�2gl;l�2Q � �a+(� = �gl;l) = � �Q�gl;l��+��� hQlQli�2Q ��gl;l�Q �+ ! �gl;l�Q � hQlQli�2Q == (Mlh)2�2Q = �3YMml�2Q � �1r �(N�Nl)=N ���mh�Q�(NF�N)=N � 1: (9.1)The lower-energy theory inludes N̂ = N�Nl un-broken olors, 2NlNh salar hybrids �hl + �lh (theseare the Qh and Qh quarks with higgsed olors), Nh�avors of ative Qh; Qh quarks with unbroken olors,10) Here and below, the value of r is taken to be not too small,suh that �gl;l � �Q. At r so small that �gl;l � �Q, thequarks Ql; Ql are higgsed in the logarithmi weak-oupling re-gion (as in senario No. 1 in [7℄), and the form of the RG �ow isdi�erent, but the regime is qualitatively the same for �gl;l � �Qor �gl;l � �Q, and nothing happens as �gl;l overshoots �Q insenario No. 2 onsidered here. Everywhere below, we negletthe additional dependene of Kähler terms on the quantum pion�elds �ll=Mlh (originating from the dependene on �=Mlh of thequark renormalization fator zQ(�lly;�ll)), beause this woulda�et the partile mass values with nonparametri fators O(1)only.

and, �nally, N2l pions �ll ; h�lli = hQlQli = (Mlh)2.Their Lagrangian at � < �gl;l takes the form (with all�elds normalized at � = �Q)L = �zQTrq�yll�ll+zQTrh �QyeV̂Q+Qye�V̂Q� ++ zQTr��yhl�hl +�ylh�lh�+ : : :�D ++ �� 2��̂(�) Ŝ +ml Tr�ll ++ mhTrhQQ+mhTr�hl�lh�F ; (9.2)where V̂ are the SU(N̂) gluons and �̂(�) is their gaugeoupling (with the pions �ll sitting down inside). Thedots in D-terms denote residual interations. It is as-sumed that they play no essential role for what follows.The quark renormalization fator due to the perturba-tive evolution in the interval of sales �gl;l < � < �Qis zQ = zQ(�Q; �gl;l) = ��gl;l�Q �+ � 1;+ = (2N �NF )=(NF �N):All pion �elds, �hl; �lh and �ll, are frozen anddo not evolve any more at � < �gl;l. The num-bers of olors and �avors have already hanged in thethreshold region �gl;l=(several) < � < (several)�gl;l,NF ! N̂F = NF � Nl = Nh, N ! N̂ = N � Nl,while the oupling �̂(�) does not hange essentially andremains � �(� = �gl;l)� 1. Therefore, the new quarkanomalous dimension �(N̂; N̂F = Nh; â� 1) and thenew �̂-funtion have the formdâ(�)d ln� = ���â(�);�� = N̂F� � b̂0N̂ = 3N̂ � 2N̂FN̂F � N̂ == �+ � NlNF �N ;b̂0 = 3N̂ � N̂F = b0 � 2Nl;� = 2N̂ � N̂FN̂F � N̂ = + � NlNF �N : (9.3)
Depending on the value of N̂F=N̂, the lower-energytheory is in di�erent regimes. We onsider only twoases below.i) 1 < N̂F=N̂ < 3=2. In this ase, �� > 0, andhene the oupling â(�) ontinues to inrease with de-reasing �, but more slowly than before.85



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012The next physial sale is given by the pole mass ofthe ative Qh; Qh quarks:mpoleh�Q = �mh(� = �gl;l)�Q = mh�Q � �Q�gl;l�+��� �gl;lmpoleh !� ! mpoleh�gl;l = r � 1;mpoleh�Q = rNl=N �mh�Q�(NF�N)=N � �YM�Q : (9.4)
After integrating out theseQh; Qh quarks as heavy onesat � = mpoleh , we are left with the SU(N̂) YM theoryin the strong-oupling regime aYM (� = mpoleh ) � 1(and pions). The sale of its gauge oupling �̂YM == h�L(�ll)i is determined fromaYM (� = mpoleh ) =  mpoleh�̂YM !3 = â(� = mpoleh ) == � �Q�gl;l��+  �gl;lmpoleh !�� ! �̂YM = �YM : (9.5)Finally, traing the fate of pions �ll and applyingthe VY proedure at � < �YM , we obtain the La-grangianL = �zQTrq�yll�ll+zQTr��yhl�hl+�ylh�lh��D ++ 24(N �Nl) �b0Q detmhdet�ll !1=(N�Nl) ++ mlTr�ll +mhTr�hl�lh35F : (9.6)From this, the masses of �hl, �lh, and �ll are�(�hl) = �(�lh) � r� mpoleh ;�(�ll) � ml=zQ � r�(�hl): (9.7)To hek the self-onsisteny, i. e., that the ativeQh; Qh quarks are indeed in the HQ phase and are nothiggsed, we estimate the possible value of the gluonmass �gl;h:�2gl;h � �â(� = �gl;h) = � �Q�gl;l��+ � �gl;l�gl;h������ hQhQhi�=�gl;h ; (9.8)hQhQhi�=�gl;h�2Q = r�gl;l�Q ��gl;l�Q �+ ��gl;h�gl;l �� !! �gl;h � mpoleh ; (9.9)

as ould be expeted. This is �the standard point oftension� in senario No. 2.ii) 3=2 < N̂F=N̂ < 3. In this ase, �� < 0,and hene the RG �ow is reversed and the ouplingâ(�) starts to derease with dereasing � at � < �gl;l,approahing its �xed-point value â� < 1 from above(unless it stops before at � = mpoleh ). Until â(�) � 1,it behaves asâ(� < �gl;l) = a+(� = �gl;l)� ��gl;l���� == � �Q�gl;l��+ ��gl;l� ��� ; �� < 0: (9.10)It therefore dereases to � 1 at � � �0,â(�0) � 1! �0�Q � ��gl;l�Q � ~� ;~� = Nl2N̂F � 3N̂ > 1: (9.11)We �rst onsider the ase mpoleh � �0. The valueof mpoleh is then given by (9.4), and this requiresmpoleh = r �gl;l � �0 !! ��gl;l�Q � ~��1>0 � r � 1: (9.12)Then the running of â(�) stops at â(mpoleh ) � 1,and hene this oupling does not enter the onformalregime. The situation is here similar to those de-sribed above in item i. The ative quarks Qh; Qhdeouple at � < mpoleh , and the SU(N̂) YM the-ory (and pions) remains in the strong oupling regime,aYM (�) = (�=�YM )3 � 1 at �YM � � < mpoleh , et.It an be dealt with as before in item i.The new regime is realized for the parameter val-ues suh that mpoleh � �0, but still �gl;l � �Q. Inthis ase, as the sale � dereases below �gl;l � �Q,the large but dereasing oupling â(� � �0) � 1rosses unity at � = �0 and beomes â(� < �0) < 1,and the theory enters the onformal regime, but withâ(�) approahing its �xed-point value â� < 1 fromabove. The self-onsisteny of this regime then re-quires very spei� behavior of the quark anoma-lous dimension ̂(�) = �(N̂F ; N̂; â(�)) in the re-gion � � �0, when the dereasing â(�) under-shoots unity. Qualitatively, the behavior has to beas follows: a) ̂(�) stays nearly intat at its value(2N̂�N̂F )=(N̂F �N̂) < b̂0=N̂F , as far as the ouplingremains large, â(�� �0)� 1; b) ̂(�) hanges rapidly86



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012 Mass spetrum in SQCD : : :in the threshold region �0=(several) < � < (several)�0.It begins to inrease at � = (several)�0 and rossesthe value b̂0=N̂F just at the point � = �0, where â(�)rosses unity, suh that the �-funtion remains smoothand nonzero and does not hange sign; ) ̂(�) on-tinues to inrease at � < �0 and reahes its maximalpositive value at � = �0=(several), and then beginsto derease with further dereasing �, approahing itslimit value (equal to b̂0=N̂F at b̂0 > 0 or zero at b̂0 < 0)from above at � � �0. It would be useful to on�rmthis very spei� behavior of ̂(�) independently. Butone this is aepted, we an trae the lower-energybehavior proeeding similarly to what we did for theonformal regime (but additionally taking the preseneof pions whih are remnants of the l-quarks higgsedpreviously at the higher sale �gl;l into aount).10. CONCLUSIONSThe mass spetra of the N = 1 SQCD with SU(N)olors and NF �avors of light quarks Q;Q (with masses0 < mi � �Q) have been desribed above, withindynamial senario No. 2. This senario implies thatquarks an be in two di�erent phases only: the HQphase where they are on�ned, or the Higgs phase. Be-sides, we have ompared this (diret) theory with itsSeiberg dual variant [1, 4℄, whih ontains SU(NF�N)dual olors, NF dual quarks q; q, and N2F additionalmesons M (mions).As was shown above, in those regions of the pa-rameter spae where an additional small parameter isavailable (this is 0 < b0=NF = (3N �NF )=NF � 1 atthe right end of the onformal window or its dual ana-log 0 < b0=NF = (2NF�3N)=NF � 1 at the left end),there are parametrial di�erenes in the mass spetraof the diret and dual theories, and therefore they arelearly not equivalent. In fat, this implies that evenwhen both b0=NF � b0=NF � 1, there are no reasonsfor these two theories to beome exatly the same11).Besides, as was shown in Se. 5, unavoidable in-ternal inonsistenies of the Seiberg duality an betraed in variant �b�, i. e., �on�nement without �a-vor hiral symmetry breaking� (this implies that atN < NF < 3N=2, the diret quarks and gluonsform a large number of massive hadrons with masses11) But to see the possible di�erenes more learly, it is insu�-ient in this ase to make rough estimates of partile masses ashas been done in this paper. One has either to resolve the massspetra in more detail or to alulate some Green's funtions inboth theories and to ompare them. At present, it is unlear howto do this.

� �Q, while new light omposite partiles with masses�i � �Q appear, desribed by the dual theory)12).This agrees with some general arguments presentedpreviously in Se. 7 in [6℄ that the duality in the vari-ant �b� annot be realized (it is also worth reallingthat those arguments were not related with the use ofsenario No. 1 with the diquark ondensate).As regards the mass spetra of the diret theory inthis senario No. 2, their main features are as follows(for b0=NF = O(1); see Se. 2 for b0=NF � 1).1) In all the ases onsidered, there is alarge number of gluonia with masses � �YM == (�b0Q detmQ)1=3N .2) When all quark masses are equal, they are (mostprobably) in the HQ phase (i. e., not higgsed but on-�ned, the string tension being p� � �YM ), for thewhole interval N < NF < 3N, and hene form alarge number of various hadrons with the mass salesa) � mpoleQ � �YM at 3N=2 < NF < 3N andb)� mpoleQ � �Q(mQ=�Q)(NF�N)=N � �YM atN << NF < 3N=2. There are no additional lighter pions�ji with masses �� � mpoleQ , for all N < NF < 3N.3) The ase with Nl �avors of smaller massesml and Nh = NF � Nl �avors with larger massesmh; 0 < ml < mh � �Q, was also onsidered. WhenNl > N, all quarks are also in the HQ phase for allN < NF < 3N, and form a large number of hadronswhose masses depend on their �avor ontent, but thereare no additional lighter pions.4) Only when Nl < N, the l-�avored quarks Ql; Qlare higgsed, SU(N) ! SU(N � Nl), and there N2llighter pions �ll appear, while the heavier h-�avoredquarks Qh; Qh always remain in the HQ phase. Inthis ase, the mass spetra and some new regimes withunusual properties of the RG �ow were presented inSes. 7�9.We have onsidered not all possible regimes in thispaper, but only those that reveal some qualitativelynew features. We hope that if needed, the reader andeal with other regimes using the methods in [6, 7℄ andin this paper.On the whole, the mass spetra have been obtainedin both dynamial senarios for N = 1 SQCD (No. 1onsidered in [6, 7℄ and No. 2 onsidered in this paper).Both senarios are apparently possible, i. e., no un-avoidable internal inonsistenes are seen. Therefore,12) Similar problems with this variant �b� an also be traedin senario No. 1 (but in this senario, the di�erenes betweenthe diret and dual theories are muh more pronouned; see alsofootnote 6).87



V. L. Chernyak ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 141, âûï. 1, 2012with our present very limited abilities to trae thedynamis in more detail, it remains unlear whih oneof the senarios (if any) is orret. Time will show.But in any ase, the diret and dual theories are notequivalent in both senarios.This work was supported in part by the Fede-ral Program �Personnel of Innovative Russia� (GrantNo. 14.740.11.0082).APPENDIXThe main purpose of this appendix is to show thatthe hoie �q � �Q used in the text is, in essene, mostfavorable for the dual theory. But we �rst present a fewuseful formulas.The RG �ow of the oupling in the region�H � � � �Q, where �H � �Q is the highest physialmass, is given bydad ln� = �(a) = �NFN a21� a (�0 � Q(a)) ;ln �Q� = NNF a�Za� da(1� a)a2(�0 � Q) ;0 < �0 = b0NF � 1;a� = a(�) = N�(�)2� ; a� = �0 + O(�2);a� � a(� = �Q) = a�(1� Æ);0 < Æ � 1:
(A.1)

Hene, using Q(a) � a, we obtain from (A.1) that forsu�iently small �=�Q � 1,a(�) = a� (1� Æ��) ;�� � � ��Q�3a2� � � ��Q�b20=3N2 ;�H < �� �Q: (A.2)Expression (A.2) an even be used as a reasonable in-terpolation in the whole interval �H < � < �Q. Itfollows from (A.2) that a(�) approahes its �xed-pointvalue a� very slowly.The RG �ow of the quark Kähler term renor-malization fator from zQ(� = �Q) = 1 down tozQ(�Q; �� �Q)� 1 is given byQ(a) = dzQd ln�;Q(a) = �0 � (a� � a) +O �(a� � a)2� ; (A.3)

ln 1zQ(�Q; �) == NNF a�Za� da(1� a)a2 [Q(a)��0℄ + �0�0 � Q ; (A.4)zQ(�Q; �� �Q) = � ��Q��0 �� 1;� = �a�a��N=NF exp �NNF �a� � a�a�a� �� �� exp� Æ3�0� : (A.5)
Clearly, the terms of the order of � � exp[(Æ � 1)=�0℄are nonleading in omparison with the terms� exp[(0 � 1)=�0℄, �0 � 1, whih are traedexpliitly in the text (and we neglet suh orretionsin the main text).We now onsider the region 0 < �0 = b0=NF � 1.Qualitatively, the value of the sale fator �q showsthe harateristi sale where the logarithmi behav-ior of the dual gauge oupling a(�) = N�(�)=2� ofthe UV free dual theory at � � �q hanges for theonformal freezing. At sales � � �q, the oupling isa(� � �q) = O(1), the dual �-funtion is also O(1),and hene the dual theory enters quikly into the on-formal regime (unlike the weakly oupled diret the-ory). We �rst onsider the ase �q � �Q (the ase�q � �Q is onsidered in the main text). Then we anstart to deal with the dual theory at the lower referenesale � �Q, where it is already deep in the onformalregime, to math hM(� = �Q)i = hQQ(� = �Q)i,mQ(� = �Q) = mQ(� = �Q) et., and to proeedfurther exatly as in the text.We now onsider the ase �q � �Q (for exam-ple, �q=�Q � exp(�1=�20); we reall that �0 � 1,although small, does not ompete in any way with themain small parameter mQ=�Q; see footnote 1), suhthat at � � �Q, the dual theory is still deep in thelogarithmi regime. In this ase, in the interval ofsales �q � � < �Q, the diret and dual theories arelearly di�erent. By the de�nition of �Q, the direttheory already entered su�iently deep into the on-formal regime, [a� � a(�)℄=a� < Æ � 1 at � < �Q,while the dual theory is still deep in the logarithmiregime. We therefore onsider lower energies � � �q ,where, by de�nition, even the dual theory entered suf-�iently deep into the onformal regime. At this sale,some parameters of the diret theory are given by88
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